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Freely applying complex historical materials to his historical novels is GaoYang’s 
strong point, but on the other hand , it is been regarded by someone as mixed in content 
and disorderly in structure ，especially for his historical novels in several volumes，
because of their long time span, frequent changing scenes, numerous fictitious characters, 
complex plot, and many insertions including anecdotes、stories which are  rarely  related 
to the main plot, which made them seemly disordered in structure. 
However, only if the structures which are "unit" and "integrated" are outstanding 
works? Of course, it is not. 
    GaoYang actually do pay attention to the structure of his historical novels in several 
volumes, but for his purpose to narrating Chinese history with his novels, he must insert 
numerous historical details and anecdotes in his novels, and those insertion,which is 
opposed to the "unity" concept, should not be seemed as contempt for structure. 
We can find that the "unnecessary" insertions also exist in the traditional narrative 
literature of Chinese, such as the jokes in world's situation novels and current events in 
novels of the late Qing dynasty. 
Gao Yang’s "Broncos running" should not be regarded as contempt for novel 
structure, but, as Zhangdachun said, "it should be regarded as an important contribution to 
the modern novels by Gaoyang." This "Broncos running" phenomenon which can be seen 
everywhere in Gaoyang’s historical novels in multi-volumes, become another important 
theme and even a notable feature for Gangyang’s historical novels in several volumes. 
As a result, this thesis will study the unique characteristics of structure which owned 
by Gaoyang’s historical novels in multi-volume. Then the thesis can be divided into three 
parts: "the introduction to the structure of Gao Yang historical novels in multi-volume 
";”the structural analysis of Cixi series " and "the factors which effect the structure of 
Gaoyang’s historical novels in multi-volumes ". 
Gao Yang’s historical novels in multi-volumes have three series of novels, including 
"HuXueyan" series," Cao Series" and "Cixi series",in which, the structure used by “Cixi" 
series is the ideal type to reflecting Gao Yang’s intends which including the intent to write 
panoramic history and to link the insertion such as “anecdotes ”、 "people stories" etc. 















awkward ,because their “centers of the structures” can not afford the characters 、the 
insertion in the novels. 
Therefore, the thesis will take the "Cixi series” as an example to analyze the 
structural features of GaoYang’s historical novels in multi-volumes, mainly focus on the 
results that caused by different definitions to structure from the east and the west, 
including the analysis to the structure of “cixi series” and the analysis to the "surface 
narrative structure" and "deep narrative structure" of “cixi series”. 
There is the reason why Gao Yang’s historical novels, especially the novels in 
multi-volumes have been named “almost real history”. The reason is GaoYang is a such 
history lover that the textual researches are allover his novels, which reflecting in his 
works is: "use research in novel、and use the novel as research " ,research and novel not 
only affecting each other, but combined tightly with each other. 
In addition, the "central forces" rule steeped by Gao Yang is in fact a intrinsic guide 
to Gaoyang’s historical novels, and is also the reason why the description about palace 
coup and the political struggles is so complex and vivid in the works of Gao Yang. 
At the same time, because of Gaoyang’s intent to write "novels about history", we 
find there is large number of insertions which is irrelevant to the main story in GaoYang’s 
novels. We also can find that in China's traditional narrative works. 
All those factors contribute to the formation of Gaoyang’s  historical novel , and 
eventually , Gaoyang’s historical novels show  a total different charm compare with the 
modern fiction which was identified by "uniformity". 
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